
Thank you for inviting me to present this seminar entitiled “New Approaches 

to Maori Economic Development.” 

 

The focus of my remarks is on Maori institutional arrangements and their 

impact on economic development.  By “institutional arrangements” I mean 

formal and informal rules or norms that shape human behaviour. 

 

I will start with the big social welfare question concerning the principal social 

goal of Maori.  My hypothesis is that the answer to this question is not unique 

to Maori.  My approach to this question reflects a libertarian perspective, 

which emphasises the importance of individual freedoms to choose and to 

fully participate in society to pursue both personal and collective goals.  I 

acknowledge the light skip across the problem of misalignment between 

individual and group rationality as a result of externality, monopoly and 

transaction costs, but will touch on these issues later in the address. 

 

The scarcity of resources constrains the achievement of this social welfare 

goal.  This is why all societies, including Maori society, have a vested interest 

in a concept of efficiency.  Efficiency means maximising the quantity and 

quality of preferred goods and services from limited resources –maximising 

the size of the pie. 

 

There are two key elements that determine the efficiency of a society at any 

time and place, namely its technology and its institutional arrangements.  In 

this context, the terms institutional arrangements and incentives are inter-



changeable because institutional arrangements dynamically determine as well 

as respond to the incentive structure within a society. 

 

I think the first point on technology is obvious to most people.  Tractors plough 

more ground than a digging stick.  The significance of institutional 

arrangements is less obvious.  The generally accepted superiority of 

capitalism over socialism as rival institutional arrangements had to be proven 

empirically.  The other complication with institutional arrangements is that they 

typically evolve glacially in a path-dependent fashion such that they are seen 

to be independent of rather than inter-dependent with the incentive structure.  

An example is the view that Maori custom or tikanga is a master rather than 

servant of people. 

 

This brings me to the key focus of this lecture, namely the institutional 

arrangements of Maori and their impact on their economic and social 

development.  I will first consider various institutional arrangements in the 

immediate pre-European setting and then consider the efficiency of those 

institutions in today’s setting. 

 

There is a conjecture, to which I would give qualified support, that over the 

long run, apolitical institutional arrangements evolve towards efficiency.  

Adam Smith’s metaphor of the silent hand with respect to uncontaminated 

markets is consistent with this.  Judge Posner advances an analogous 

conjecture with respect to the development of an uncontaminated common 

law.  By uncontaminated I mean in the absence of material monopolies, 



externalities and transactions costs.  If correct, the conjecture would imply that 

the institutional arrangements of pre-contact Maori which were developed 

over at least 500 years were likely to have been efficient, in the sense that 

they evolved in the direction of maximising output in that society given its 

particular technology and resources. 

 

Judge Posner has written on the subject of so-called primitive economies in 

The Economics of Justice, (Harvard University Press 1983) and found 

amongst them a remarkable similarity of institutional arrangements, which he 

believed were generally efficient.  Posner states in his opening chapter on a 

theory of primitive society (p146) …I argue that many of the distinctive 

institutions of primitive society, including gift giving and reciprocal exchange, 

polygamy and brideprices, the size of kinship groups, and the value placed on 

certain personality traits such as generosity, are best explained as 

adaptations to uncertainy.  In modern parlance we would say are best 

explained as ways of managing risk. 

 

To set the scene, I would start with Michael King’s historical framework which 

he sets out in his Penguin History of New Zealand (Penguin 2003).  At p48 

King concludes on the basis of modern evidence that Maori arrived in New 

Zealand in the 13th century.  He characterises the first 100 years of their 

occupation as the period of the first colonisers known as the moa hunter 

period.  He characterises the 14th to 15th centuries as a transitional period in 

which the emphasis shifts from hunting to agriculture (principally gardening) 

with a sustained focus on fishing throughout both periods.  King identifies a 



third phase beyond the 15th century, which he calls the tribal phase, during 

which a national network of tribes is developed over defined geographies. 

 

Raymond Firth in his book Economics of the New Zealand Maori (Whitcombe 

& Tombs 1929) describes the Maori social structure and economic 

organisation during the tribal period.  He commences with a description of the 

Maori village or kainga.  Maori occupied villages that were situated and 

designed with an eye to food gathering, defence, and accessability.  Fortified 

villages, called pa’s, were often proximate to unfortified villages.  The village 

was comprised of a number of rectangular huts of around 10 to 12 feet in 

length constructed with poles and thatch.  Food was typically stored in either 

underground pits or in elevated huts (pataka).  Food was typically prepared in 

outside ovens or in separate buildings from where people slept.  Latrines were 

in an outside confined area.  Superior houses occupied by chiefs were usually 

farthest from the gateway.  In large villages, there were often fences dividing 

off hapu groupings.  There was usually a secluded part of each village 

dedicated to the tuahu, being a sacred place or altar and the centre of 

ceremonial events conducted by tohunga. 

 

Two key features of the village are the marae or village square and the whare 

runanga or meeting house, also referred to as the whare whakairo.   

 

The marae corresponds with the concept of the public square, and was 

usually rectangular and ground-trodden.  It was the centre of village life, 

providing a playground for children, a meeting place, and a forum for sport, 



learning, debates, speeches, tangi, weddings, dining, and for receiving and 

despatching guests. 

 

The most prominent building adjacent to the marae was the carved meeting 

house, typically the largest rectangular building with a gable roof, front 

verandah, and decorated with ornate carvings.  The windows and doors were 

only in the front wall and were small to retain warmth.  Internal fireplaces were 

in the front half of the house.  The meeting house, Porourangi, constructed by 

Rapata Wahawaha at Waiomatatini in the 19th century, was 85 feet long, 30 

feet wide, 20 feet high and calculated to house 1,500 people. 

 

The village comprised a number of households (whanau) with dwelling huts 

(wharepuni) at their centre.  These huts were mainly for sleeping or resting. 

Each hut typically housed a 3 generational nuclear family however, that 

sometimes extended to include other relatives.  Each household usually 

owned a foodpit and pataka.  Household chattels included water gourds, 

sleeping mats, flax kits, eel weirs (hinaki) and small waka. 

 

Maori society was comprised of three levels, namely chiefs, commoners and 

slaves.  The highest chief was the ariki who was normally selected on the 

basis of patrilineal primogeniture.  Other chiefs were called rangatira, or 

gentlemen, typically being the junior relatives of the ariki.  These were the 

standard rules for the selection of chiefs but could be overridden if the primary 

candidate was found wanting or there were outstanding rival candidates.  

Commoners were people of low social standing that descended from common 



ancestors.  To this grouping can be added the expert class, (or tohunga’s), 

specialising in such activities as carving, religion, fishing and warfare.  

Tohunga were not necessarily of the chiefly class but usually gained social 

ascendancy and could reach the rangitira class.  Slaves were usually 

captured in warfare or descended from slaves.  They were generally owned 

by individuals rather than by the hapu or tribe and were used to undertake the 

menial work or as concubines. 

 

Maori developed a kin-based society with the whanau at its centre, comprising 

a 3 generational nuclear family.  I speculate that Maori women of those times 

would have bore children as soon as they were biologically capable, which I 

presume was around 16.  King believes that most Maori in all of the three 

phases did not live much beyond 30.  He believed that the kaumatua 

(meaning literally no father) that were met by Captain Cook were in their 40’s 

and that it was a rare feat for Maori to reach their 50’s.  This is also 

corroborated by the estimate of the Maori population at only 100,000 when 

Cook arrived.  Against this backdrop, the nuclear family is likely to have 

struggled to get to 4 generations, given that the youngest great grandmother 

would have to be say 48 (3*16), let alone 3 generations, where a young 

grandmother would be say 32. 

 

The whanau was usually headed by a kaumatua and was the main food 

gathering unit.  Smith states that whanau were numerically small but cites 

Elsdon Best’s record of a Tuhoe whanau that reached 92 members.  At this 

size, the whanau typically graduated into a hapu, or clan.  Typically a village 



was held by a single hapu, but not always.  The numbers varied greatly but 

hapu typically comprised several hundred members.  Marriages usually 

occurred amongst hapu members but not always.  Children of parents from 

different hapu obtained membership of each. 

 

The largest kin grouping was the tribe or iwi comprising a number of related 

hapu.  Angela Ballara in her book Iwi (Victoria University Press 1998) studied 

tribes in the period from Cook’s discovery in 1769 to 1945, being part of the 

third phase that King referred to as the tribal phase.  Ballara emphasises that 

the social structures of Maori were not rigid nor static but reasonably fluid, and 

that later 20th century scholars saw the hapu as the central operating political 

unit of the pre-contact Maori society.  This is consistent with the fact that the 

Treaty of Waitangi was mainly signed by chiefs of hapu, rather than only by 

tribal paramount chiefs. 

 

I now turn to the subject of ownership and wealth, starting with chattels.  

Smith observes that personal items such as garments, ornaments, weapons, 

tools and acquired food were reduced to personal ownership.  Personal 

assets were either personally manufactured, inherited, gifted, traded or 

captured in battle.  The language was also consistent with this phenomenon, 

such as with the common question “Na wai tena” literally meaning “Belonging 

to whom is that?”  Often property was marked by the owner with a tohu. 

 

Ballara at p195 recites evidence given to a Maori Land court of specific trees 

that were given to an individual for bird snaring purposes. 



 

If items were borrowed, there was an obligation to return them and a 

corresponding social duty to return a favour when appropriate.  Theft was 

condemned and there are many traditions that recite the extreme punishment 

of thieves.  One recited tradition is that of Tamatekapua raiding fruit from a 

tree owned by Uenuku and narrowly escaping a severe penalty. 

 

Wharepuni were generally regarded as owned by the whanau or group, even 

though chattels within the home were generally in private possession.  When 

items were constructed or operated by a group or served a group, it was 

usually owned by the group. 

 

Note also that the institution of slavery meant that people could also constitute 

chattels. 

 

Land ownership was more complicated.  Land was appropriated by hapu and 

iwi for usages that were analogous to modern conceptions of leases and 

licences, under which people could cross land or take food from it without 

owning the land.  Smith regarded the question of individual ownership of land 

as ambiguous.  Norman Smith, in his book The Maori People and Us (AH & 

AW Reed 1948) states at p51 that “…it is little wonder that Europeans came 

to regard their customary land title as customary and communal.  While this is 

largely true, yet the original title, at least in most cases, was unquestionably 

an individual title; for we see that when the Maori Land Court began to 

function in the last century …it found itself listening to claims based on 



descent from a named ancestor, who was asserted to be the original owner or 

occupier of the land, and whose rights were proved by resort to traditional 

stories handed down …from one generation to another.”   

 

Richard Boast and Andrew Erueti in Maori Land Law (Butterworths 1999 at 

p27) state: “According to Maori land custom, no one individual or kinship 

group owned land in the sense that they virtually held all rights in land to the 

exclusion of other levels of kinship or adjacent groups.  Rather different levels 

of the hapu social order exercised different kinds of rights in the same area of 

land.” 

 

I now turn to examine some key institutions, namely tikanga, koha, utu and 

tapu. 

 

The pre-European Maori legal system was based on customary law or 

tikanga.  There were no formal statutes or regulations reflecting the absence 

of formal government institutions, writing, printing and publishing.  Tikanga 

comprised social values and norms and could be seen as the common law of 

the Maori people somewhat analogous to English common law.  Tikanga 

evolved slowly and varied between tribes, just as Scottish common law 

diverged from English common law over time.  UK common law was 

developed by the courts according to their interpretation of customary norms, 

whereas in pre-European Maori society, there were no formal courts.  Tikanga 

was articulated directly by the people and corroborated by senior members of 

the social order, namely chiefs, tohunga’s, and kaumatua.  Enforcement was 



also achieved via a religious and secular belief system, including the concept 

of tapu. 

 

Koha and utu underpinned the contractual framework of Maori society.  The 

Waitangi Tribunal discusses these concepts in its Taranaki Report in Wai 143 

as follows: 

 

The Maori manner of contracting conditioned their search for a political 

alliance. When forming contracts, the protocols of Maori and Pakeha are not 

the same and represent a specialised sophistication unique to their own 

histories… 

 

A typical English contract involves the delivery of property or services on 

terms agreed in advance, and thus a personal relationship or affection 

between the parties is not a prerequisite to mutuality and may even be a 

hindrance. Most regularly, it is expected both parties will gain, and on the 

contract's performance, the relationship between them will end.  

Maori contracts are more regularly the other way around. They are generally 

about building personal and lasting relationships over time. The delivery of 

property or services is secondary to the larger goal of an effective bonding. 

The terms of exchange were not generally fixed in advance, for the essence 

of the transaction was based upon the principle of reciprocity and was seen to 

require that each party should totally trust the other and would act generously, 

even lavishly, in their rejoinders. Thus, a generosity of spirit when transacting 



was part of the Maori way; to give freely and not to count the cost, but at the 

same time to give so as to oblige.  

 

Koha comprised a gift that required an informal rather than formal obligation 

to reciprocate.  Koha typically arose when a person had surplus produce or 

where the costs of a single event, such as a tangi, could be defrayed across 

many contributors. 

 

Utu generally meant compensation, but had two dimensions, one where a 

beneficiary was expected to reciprocate, and the other where a victim of some 

wrong exacted revenge from the wrongdoer.  Dr Dame Joan Metge recently 

described the utu or reciprocal giving in Maori transactions in these terms:  

The operation of utu involves several important rules. First, the return should 

never match what has been received exactly but should ideally include an 

increment in value, placing the recipient under obligation to make a further 

return. Secondly, the return should not be made immediately (though a small 

acknowledgement is in order) but should be delayed until an appropriate 

occasion, months, years and even a generation later. Thirdly, the return 

should preferably be different from what has been received in at least some 

respects: one kind of goods may be reciprocated by another kind, goods by 

services, services by a spouse. By making it difficult to calculate value, a 

difference in kind reduces the possibility of exact repayment which would 

bring the relationship to a premature end. Fourthly, the return does not have 

to be made directly to the giver but may be made to the group to which he or 



she belongs or to his or her descendants. In these ways, the principle of utu 

ensures an ongoing relationship between individuals and groups. It has the 

function of binding people together by the criss-crossing (tuitui) of reciprocal 

gifts and obligations.  

Of the three best-known fundamental bases upon which the economy of the 

Maori was sustained, namely, koha, a reciprocal gift; maungaringa, a gift in 

support without any strings attached; and utu, compensation to clear a debt, 

utu carried the heaviest obligation. 

 

Tapu means the sacredness of a person, deity, object or process, the breach 

of which invoked adverse consequences.  For example, it was a breach of 

tapu to bring a common object, such as food, into a sacred place, or to touch 

the person of high-ranking priests or chiefs. 

 

We can now discuss these various institutions from the efficiency perspective 

I started with.  As I mentioned, I support the general conjecture that human 

organisations evolve towards efficiency in the absence of contaminating 

factors, such as material monopoly or externality.  While primitive societies 

had the disadvantage of primitive technology, they generally did not to suffer 

from the modern disease of governmental excess. 

 

Before we address specific institutions, we should consider the broader 

economic and institutional conditions.  In pre-European times there is no 

formal public or state sector and therefore no formal legislative, executive, 

and judicial functions.  This means no formal legal system or public 



enforcement agencies, such as police or army.  There is no writing.  There is 

no money or financial institutions such as banks and insurance companies.  

Modern communication technologies are absent.  Bear in mind that these 

technologies did not instantaneously arrive with Captain Cook.  Many took 

time to implement, while others were awaiting invention. 

 

Primitive economies are generally high transaction cost economies.  For 

example, the absence of money meant that sellers and buyers had to locate 

each other and to each have something of value to trade with the other.  A 

barter transaction requires two commodity trades whereas money reduces 

that to one.  The institutions of koha and utu mitigated this matching problem 

by relaxing the requirement of immediate transfers of consideration by 

combining trades with loans.   

 

A key aspect in which a kin-based society reduces transaction costs is that 

people know practically everything about each other within the familial circle, 

which reduces the need for credit checking and monitoring contractual 

performance.  A trade-off is the commensurate loss of privacy.  Interestingly, 

Posner regards the absence of privacy as the stimulus to a typical highly 

skilled level of rhetoric in a primitive society.  Parents with children know 

about cryptic conversations in order to overcome eavesdropping. 

 

Another way of characterising these early economies is that they do not have 

distinct supply and demand institutions.  Production is largely for self-

consumption.  In this context, whanau constitute both the firm and the 



household units.  The corollary of this is the family business and the conflation 

of authority in the home with authority in the firm.  This has a bearing on 

today’s debates around nepotism and governance. 

 

The lack of formal government causes economists to ask how public goods 

got produced, being goods that are not created in the private sector because 

the associated private benefits are less than their private opportunity costs, 

despite the fact their social benefits exceed their social costs.  A key example 

is the production of an invention that might produce sufficient social benefits 

to justify investment but not enough private benefit to motivate a talented 

individual to put aside her daily tasks to develop the invention. 

 

The most obvious way that public goods get produced in this kind of society is 

to extend the scope and range of trust and altruism as far as practically 

possible.  David Friedman cites the modern corporation as a method of 

solving the problem of multiple externalities by placing actors under the one 

roof such that the positive and negative externalities cancel out.  The same 

can be said of whanau, hapu and iwi. 

 

The key differentiated feature of whanau is a relatively strong force of 

altruism.  The prospect that family members will adopt the interests of one 

another is far more likely than is the case between strangers.  There is 

generally a strong, albeit informal, code of ethics governing family 

relationships.  The key features are the intimacy of family relationships, and 



the relatively deep personal knowledge that each member has about each 

other in terms of virtues, vices, preferences and skills. 

 

Altruism is a key concept in this context.  I would define altruism by stating 

what it is not.  The key element for me is the absence of opportunism in the 

relationship.  By opportunism I mean taking advantage of opportunities 

without regard to external costs that are imposed on others.  The force of 

altruism must diminish as we move from whanau to hapu and from hapu to 

tribe.  The same applies in the progression from family to firm to the nation 

and to the world.  This is a progression through a spectrum of intimacy, which 

in a modern context parallels a progression from non-market settings to 

market settings. We move from greater reliance on voluntary co-operation 

within families and firms, to reliance on competitive markets at national and 

global levels. 

 

The chance of opportunistic behaviour is higher between strangers than 

intimates.  We observe that societies and institutions try to mitigate 

opportunistic behaviour in a variety of ways, some private (such as by culture, 

religion or reputation), and some public (usually by punishable laws).  The 

memorising and regular recital of whakapapa exemplifies the emphasis on 

fostering and gluing social relationships within the wider kin-group.  A reliable 

reputation for altruism amongst the stakeholders of an institution is usually 

conducive to maximising institutional efficiency. 

 



I now turn to the subject of property rights.  Maori had a system of non-public 

property rights, albeit some property was owned in common rather than 

individually.  There was no state and therefore no state/public ownership.  I 

speculate that property that was not important to the social enterprise is 

unlikely to have been associated with strong forces of ownership.  Examples 

are the spectrum, most minerals under the ground, and fish 200 miles out to 

sea.  We even see that today in relation to the air that we breathe.  Either 

such property was too costly to exploit, or there was simply an absence of 

contestable demand at the margin.  An absence of such demand can derive 

from either an abundance of the item or its close substitutes in more 

accessible states (such as inshore fish substituting for deep sea fish) or the 

lack of demand inducing technologies, such as with the radio spectrum and 

most minerals. 

 

The communal ownership of property is encouraged when there are high 

transaction costs of individual ownership, such as defending or exploiting the 

property.  The value of individual ownership is also lessened if there are 

reduced opportunities to sell, raise finance, or the property in question is not 

scarce.  If trade is limited, diversification would also encourage holding a 

smaller stake in large tribal property than a larger stake in tiny individual 

property.  The attraction of private over communal ownership is that the 

incentive of maximising the productivity of the asset is highest when that 

production is captured by the owner.  Communal ownership invites shirking 

and free-riding.  Over time, these forces would have shaped particular 

institutional arrangements.  I am not surprised that the balance of those forces 



pushed land ownership in the direction of communal ownership but pushed in 

the direction of private ownership in relation to small moveable chattels.  I also 

conjecture that the private ownership of slaves is likely to have involved fewer 

escapes or damage to slaves than communal ownership.  Note also that a 

rich array of individual use rights were developed over communally owned 

land, such as the right to snare birds in a particular location. 

 

Posner touches on these concepts at p179 when he states A study by Harold 

Demsetz …pointed out that the appropriateness of recognising a property 

right in a resource is a function of its scarcity ….  Where land is so abundant 

relative to population that its market price would be less than the cost of 

fencing the land or otherwise enforcing a property right to it, individual rights 

to the land will not be asserted; it will be treated as common property. 

 

The institutions of tikanga, koha, utu and tapu also meet efficiency criteria.   

 

Posner tested his conjecture that the common law evolves towards efficiency 

by comparing the actual common law rules with the zero-based rules that 

would be designed by efficiency economists, and found a significant 

correlation.  The common law method is to allocate responsibilities between 

people engaged in interacting activities in such a way as to maximise the joint 

value, or, what amounts to the same thing, minimize the joint costs of the 

activities. (Posner: Overcoming Law 1973 at 98). 

 



Customary laws are shaped from life experience, they incorporate an implicit 

doctrine of precedent, and are slow to evolve; they leave more scope for 

private arrangements to determine outcomes.  Customary laws operate at a 

much higher level of abstraction than do statutes which apply in a blunt and 

detailed way, often missing or mutilating a target.  Customary laws typically 

are comprised of fewer rules that are less ambiguous.  Fewer moral hazards 

or unintended consequences arise from the common law that do from statutes 

in my view.  As a tax practitioner, I have always argued that an income 

definition tied to a customary definition of accounting income is more efficient 

than a zero-based statutory definition. 

 

The institutions of koha and tapu have an impressive economic rationale.  

They incorporate the concepts of trade, specialisation and insurance (or 

diversification).  Trade is facilitated, albeit in barter form, by the social 

responsibility to reciprocate the gift implicit in the koha.  Specialist tohunga 

were able to specialise in producing particular goods and services, such as 

fishing or bird snaring, and to transfer the surpuses of that specialisation to 

others in the expectation that they reciprocated with a gift of their surpluses.  

The diversification objective is housed in an implicit social insurance contract 

whereby specialist producers are pooling the produce from various activities 

across many years during which the output of those activities is volatile/risky.  

Finally, the concept of tapu promotes efficient incentive effects such 

conserving food resources, respecting health practices, strengthening the 

force of altruism, and respecting the human and property rights of others. 

 



I would like to now consider the economic dislocational effects of colonisation 

by Europeans.  The two major economic changes that colonisation brings are 

the blunt reforms to institutional arrangements (which incorporates culture) 

and new technologies.  The major changes to Maori institutional 

arrangements were (1) the introduction of central government incorporating 

the legislative, executive and judicial functions, (2) the introduction and fusion 

of the English legal system (principally common law), (3) the introduction of 

christianity and (4) the introduction of a market economic system.  The 

principal technologies that arrived simultaneously with the pakeha was the 

written word (including publishing and recording) which facilited education and 

the dissemination of christianity. 

 

Up until the second world war, most Maori continued to live in their tribal rohe 

under the hugely costly influences of land alienation, land and musket wars, 

epidemics, and the casualties of the world and boer wars.  Many young men 



of the 28th Maori battalion lost their lives in WWII.  

 

JF Cody 28 (Maori) Battalion Coulls Somerville Wilkie Ltd at 501. 

 

Maori land comprised 2 million hectares of New Zealand’s 26.9 million 

hectares (about 7.5%) in 1900 (Ranginui .Walker’s Ka Whawhai Tonu Matou 

“Struggle Without End”, 1990 at 139)  Maori land presently constitutes about 

1.3 million hectares (c5%). 

 

In terms of population and cultural impact, in 1840, there were c2,000 settlers 

to c70,000 Maori (down by c30,000 from the 1769 estimates (King at 150)).  

By 1858 there were 59,000 settlers to 56,000 Maori, but by 1881 there were 

500,000 immigrants (King at 169).  After the second world war we have the 

return of young men from overseas, many of whom did not return to their tribal 

rohe but commenced life in the cities, foreshadowing the rural/urban drift over 

the subsequent 2-3 decades, which was born of economic necessity.  The 



Fraser government stepped up its social welfare program in the 1930’s, even 

though total government spending was still under 20 percent of GDP in 1938 

compared to around 40 percent today.  Despite this well-intentioned reform, 

social welfare has had cancerous incentive effects on many Maori. 

 

During this period, much of Maori tikanga also underwent change.  Sir 

Apirana Ngata and Maui Pomare sponsored legislation to suppress the 

practices of medical tohunga.  Ngata also convinced Maori in contravention of 

past tikanga to place windows in the back of their meeting houses to achieve 

better ventilation in order to reduce the incidence of tuberculosis.  In more 

recent times, Maori accepted that toilets could be located in homes despite 

that being a breach of tapu in previous times.  The reduction of whakapapa to 

writing or the placement of such writing near food, are examples of restrictions 

that have yielded to modern conditions. 

 

James Belich in Making Peoples (Penguin Books 1996) at p248 states: 

 

Between 1870 and 1916, Pakeha launched a climactic assault on Maori 

independence, identity and importance.  Maori attempted to prevent their 

subordination, assimilation and marginalisation.  The Pakeha push took three 

forms: demographic swamping, coercive sticks and tempting carrots. 

 

Today the relative economic position of Maori is still unsatisfactory according 

to average performance measures in employment, health, education, crime 

and income.  Maori unemployment is over twice the rate of non-Maori and 



Maori incomes and Maori wealth is about a third of pakeha wealth.  The 2000-

2002 life tables estimate that a female newborn Maori has a life expectancy of 

73.2 whereas the non Maori counterpart is 81.9 (a difference of 8.7 years or 

12%).  The comparatives for a new-born male are 69 and 77.2 (a difference of 

8.2 years or 21%). 

 

The challenge to analysts is to explain why these gaps exist and how they can 

be closed.  I appreciate that in a recent study on the above-mentioned wealth 

numbers by Grant Scobie and John Gibson, most of the difference could be 

explained by age differences rather than by ethnicity.  I’m sceptical that the 

same could be said of many of the other performance measures however. 

 

This brings me to the closing phase of my address in which I give my 

perspectives on some Maori institutions that are either inimical or conducive 

to economic development. 

 

The most significant conducive institution is the functioning whanau that 

nurtures and supports its members, which was a feature of pre-contact Maori 

society.  This is the base from which children are reared and supported to 

achieve fulfilled and enriched lives.  Pre-contact Maori society was 

characterised by strong nurturing whanau.  The factors that destabilise 

whanau are unemployment, parental and marital instability, poor health, 

welfare dependency, and poor self-esteem.  These factors are best 

addressed over time by raising employment prospects, education, reducing 

welfare and taxation, celebrating success and promoting role-models. 



 

Some institutions that I would like to see changed are the conflation of 

governance and protocols in social organisations with the governance and 

protocols of commercial organisations.  Powhiri must adjust to the contexts of 

modern times, particularly with respect to time discipline.  Maori need to 

appoint people with the best skills (Maori or pakeha) to manage widely-held 

commercial assets. 

 

I would also like to see a process for reforming Maori land ownership that 

balances the social and economic imperatives.  Ironically, we have the 

problem here of excessive individual ownership.  It seems to me that in order 

to maximise the productive potential of Maori land that is fragmented amongst 

many owners, a statutory title will need to be vested in some management 

entity.  This could require the agreement of a minimum percentage of owners 

(in terms of land area), or the entity could become a compulsory acquirer of 

ownership interests that fall below some minimum threshold.  If the 

management entity were a company, land ownership interests could be 

replaced with shares in that company.  Such an approach would enable land 

to be transacted by an agent for a group of owners based on a creed of 

maximising the interests of all owners.  Such a reform would be controversial 

in respect of any compulsory elements.  For that reason, the reform would be 

best focussed initially on creating choice or options for owners to aggregate 

under-performing economic units. 

 



A similar reform process is required to determine an improved or optimal 

design for asset holding entities.  Over time there needs to be a narrowing of 

trust interests to more closely-held settings in order to sharpen the incentives 

on beneficiaries to hold trustees to account and to mitigate the embedded 

conservatism of trustees that is reflected in trust law. 

 

The last but by no means least institutional reform concerns the role and 

effect of government through its activities in regulating, taxing and spending.  

Government has a legitimate (and big) role in providing public goods and 

providing a safety net beyond which it should not stray.  Over-reaching that 

role reduces national output and increases tax burdens, both of which are bad 

for Maori.  Maori are an economic minority and while MMP has strengthened 

the hand of political minorities, they are still trumped in the political market by 

the middle mainstream classes.  Has that not been the Maori experience to 

date?  Maori must move beyond the marginal positions in labour and capital 

markets.  When unemployment rises, marginal employees fall off the job 

ladder.   

 

And the final question with which to conclude is whether this kind of 

institutional economic approach can help identify those public and private 

policies that are conducive to Maori economic development?  Can we lift 

ourselves up by our bootstraps through a positive analysis of the way things 

have worked or not worked in the past?  It seems to me that such an 

approach can make a serious contribution. 

 



First, an accurate economic history puts a strong focus on Maori economic 

facts that are sparse in the New Zealand literature, which would sharpen 

appreciation and understanding.  Secondly, an institutional approach provides 

some insight into the nature and relevance of economic concepts to Maori.  

Thirdly, it should provide a relevant basis for considering appropriate public 

and private policies in managing the transition from one economy to the other.  

An economic history hopefully clarifies insights into what did and did not work 

so that future decisions are better informed.  A contestable literature of this 

kind is also likely to improve the marketability of economic ideas and solutions 

to Maori.  For example, do Maori understand that minimum wage laws lock 

marginal workers out of the labour market and are designed to provide 

benefits to middle class workers? 

 

Many authors, such as Belich, King and Ballara have made hugely important 

contributions through their books on Maori history.  That value would be 

augmented in terms of relevance to the development of good public policy if 

such expertise in history were combined with expertise in institutional 

economics. 

 

People do not readily see or accept the hidden economic order inherent within 

evolving social arrangements and this inhibits identification and agreement of 

appropriate public policies.  The paradox that is implicit in the silent hand 

metaphor is that people pursuing personal interests end up creating an 

efficient social order as a by-product that is not centrally planned and is 

obscure from view.  Posner and others have sought to promote the 



acceptance of such customary and decentralised designs by demonstrating 

their economic superiority in studies of the common law and of unregulated 

peoples. 

 

It is against this backdrop that the NZ business roundtable is undertaking its 

study of Maori institutions to determine whether public policies must respond 

to Maori ethnicity, and if so, how and why. 


